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2016 SEIA State Policy Priorities
• Priority states:

– CA, CO, NV, NY, MA, NJ, TX, Southeast (GA, FL, NC), 
Midwest

• What does SEIA do in these states?
– We work in state legislatures and state regulatory agencies, 

promoting policies that make the states safe for solar
• Policies?  Like what?

– Clean Power Plan: ensure that states incorporate solar in their 
plans to comply with the CPP

– Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS): require utilities to 
deliver a certain amount of power from renewable generation 
(wind, solar, geothermal)

– Net Metering: require utilities to allow rooftop solar customers 
to sell surplus solar production back to the grid (generally at 
retail rates)

– Tax policy: state tax credits (similar to the federal ITC), tax 
abatements, property tax exemptions, etc

– Incentives: rebates or other pay-downs to decrease up front 
cost of solar system or increase the savings over time
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2016 SEIA State Policy Priorities
• Clean Power Plan

– Defend CPP in litigation, improve CEIP, maximize solar in FIP
– Ensure that state compliance emphasizes the use of solar, driving growth across all market 

segments
• Distributed Generation/Behind the Meter Solar

– Preserve and expand NEM
– Create solar-friendly rate designs, defend rate design attacks
– Expand availability of Virtual/Remote NEM

• Utility-Scale Solar 
– Preserve & expand RPS programs
– Prioritize and engage in limited state IRP proceedings in connection with CPP compliance
– Advocate for Community/Shared Solar programs

• Enhance Competitiveness of Solar
– Preserve and expand state incentive programs in marginal markets
– Improve regulatory frameworks to capture full value of DG and utility-scale solar (ancillary 

services, voltage support, other grid services)
– Pursue state tax policies – e.g. state tax credits, abatements, exemptions where 

appropriate
• Consumer Protection

– Lead national effort at  to protect state markets
• Grid Integration

– Integrate DG, USP and other renewable/clean energy technologies in grid planning and 
operation 

• Industry Leadership
– Heavy presence at NARUC to supplement state efforts
– Re-invigorate process to develop SEIA position(s) on utility ownership of wholesale and DG 

solar
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Residential Solar takes off 
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C&I Market stalls
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Changing Policy Landscape – Distributed 
Generation (DG)
Fallout from EEI 2013 “death spiral” paper continues as DG 
installations soar and states approach or hit NEM caps
• NEM Successor Tariff proceedings

– Solar wins: CA, CO, IA
– Solar losses: NV, HI
– Pending: ME, VT, NY, LA

• Residential/Small Commercial rate design
– Utility proposals to slow rooftop solar adoption:

• Wave of utility proposals to increase customer fixed charges may have 
crested

• Rate design component “du jour” is residential demand charge
• Installed capacity fees
• Reduced export compensation
• Shorter (e.g. monthly v. annual) true up periods

– Ensuring that regulators perceive that solar customers are “paying a 
fair share” for costs of transmission and distribution grids

• Minimum bills (preferably applicable to all customers)
• Carve “public purpose program” charges out of NEM export credit
• Reasonable interconnection fees for DG customers
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Changing Policy Landscape - DG
Fallout from EEI 2013 “death spiral” paper continues as DG 
installations soar and states approach or hit NEM caps
• Grid Mod proceedings incorporate rate design opportunities & 

threats
– Utilities including demand charges etc in grid mod filings
– Potential for additional compensation/income streams for grid services 

(VAR, frequency, etc)
– NY, MA, RI, CA

• Third Party Ownership
– Alternatives emerging in mature markets
– TPO expanding into new markets: GA 2015

• 2016 efforts: TN, AL, FL
• Grandfathering of Rate Changes

– Utilities generally oppose for administrative reasons, but regulators 
generally receptive to fairness (“benefit of the bargain”) argument

– Commission staffs emerging as leading critics of grandfathering in NV, 
TX
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DG Costs & Benefits
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Customer Credits for Monthly Net Excess Generation (NEG) Under Net Metering

Successor tariff/policy to net metering 

www.dsireusa.org / March 2015
Figure 4. Proposed or Enacted Changes to Net Metering Policies in 2015 

Aggregate net metering cap

Established net metering or net billing for first time

Other changes to net metering rules

System size limits

Changes to compensation for net excess generation



Customer Credits for Monthly Net Excess Generation (NEG) Under Net Metering

No Proposed Fixed Charge Increase

www.dsireusa.org / March 2015

1	Pending Fixed Charge Increase

1	Decision on a Fixed Charge Increase

Figure 10. Pending and Decided Utility Residential Fixed Charge Increases in 2015 



Authorized by state or otherwise currently in use, at least in certain jurisdictions

Status unclear or unknown

Figure 17. Third-Party Solar PPA Legality 

Apparently disallowed by state or otherwise restricted by legal barriers

DC



Examining Recent NEM Developments
California NEM 2.0

• January 28th Commission Vote (3-2) maintains full retail net metering with new 
requirements for NEM 2.0 customers:

– Service on a TOU rate schedule is mandatory
– Payment of a one-time interconnection fee ($75-$125)
– Payment of nonbypassable charges on all imported energy (~2-3 c/kwh)

NVE NEM Successor Tariff
• PUCN Order finalized in February:

– Solar customers will be considered a separate customer class
– All solar customers will be assessed charges comprised of fixed charges, energy charges and 

“avoided cost concept” value for exported energy, implemented in 4 steps over 12 years
– Next “step” will be 1/1/2019
– Actual charges will be re-evaluated within GRC dockets, expected to eliminate financial 

incentives to go solar
Hawaii NEM Successor Tariff
• October 2015 decision terminates NEM for new customers, grandfathers 

existing customers
– Grid supply option credits customers at a fixed rate between $0.15/kWh to 

$0.28/kWh for exports, depending on the island
– Self supply option encourages distributed storage, no compensation for inadvertent 

exports to grid
– Monthly rather than annual true-up requires monitoring
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Hawaii
• Hawaii is unique: 

– First, Hawaii's retail electric rates of ~40 c/kWh are double the average rates in 
any other state, due to the island state's reliance on imported fuel. 

– Second, Hawaii has solar penetration rates approaching 15% on some islands, 
more than triple the rate in its closest competitor California. 

– SEIA has demonstrated that in California – where both rates and solar 
penetration are among the highest in the continental US – existing NEM rules 
should remain in place through at least 2019.

– Thus, while it may be appropriate to make certain rate changes in Hawaii now, 
other states are a long way from reaching that point

– HI is targeting 5-9 year payback for DER installations
– HI has supportive overall policy framework with 100% renewable goal by 2045

• Quote: 
– “The commission has determined that DER policies and programs in Hawaii 

must evolve to meet changing customer and utility system needs. 
– This is in sharp contrast to the attempts in other states to alter or limit net 

metering before customer sited renewables have had the opportunity to scale 
or have resulted in significant technical integration”
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But Other States Are Also Examining NEM 
Successor Tariffs and/or solar valuation
• Colorado

– No changes to NEM
• Iowa

– No changes to NEM
• Maine

– Pending
– PUC study values solar > retail rate

• Louisiana
– Pending

• Vermont
– Pending 

• NY REV
– LMP + D seeks to value locational and temporal benefits of 

DER
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Where to from here on NEM?
• CA must be the precedent, not NV
• But even CA will re-visit NEM in 2019 – industry must be 

prepared
• Goals:

– Contain consideration of NEM alternatives to states with high retail 
rate, high solar penetration

– Develop principles for
• The conditions under which NEM alternatives should be 

considered/implemented by states
• The characteristics of NEM successor tariff regimes

– On-site generation actually consumed on-site should always be treated 
like load reduction/energy efficiency, valued at retail

– What should compensation be for on-site generation that hits the grid?
• NY “LMP+D” filings

– State asked parties to provide proposals for alternatives/successors to 
NEM

– SEIA & Vote solar joint proposal would compensate “exports” at 
wholesale market price plus adder for value of DG to grid, starting with 
larger projects

– Six NY utilities and 3 solar companies made similar joint proposal
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Community Solar: A Sweet Spot?
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• 13 states & DC 
have adopted 
shared or 
community solar 
programs

• Expands solar 
access to more 
customers
• Multi-family
• Shaded roof
• Low & 

moderate 
income

• Poor credit

• Multiple 
business 
models, 
including utility 
ownership

Source: http://www.sharedrenewables.org/community-energy-projects/



Changing Policy Landscape – Utility-Scale Solar 
Power (USP) in the States
• USP gains acceptance from Utilities as prices fall and utility 

holding companies gain experience owning & operating large 
solar plants
– PPA pricing reported below $40/MWh
– Utilities owning solar projects include:

• Southern, Dominion, Mid-American, Duke
• PURPA, Voluntary Procurement, and other non-RPS 

procurement increasingly important
• CPP and other economic and regulatory challenges to the aging 

coal fleet presents near term opportunities in the South.  
• Recent or upcoming procurement opportunities:

– Alabama (500 MW)
– Virginia (400 MW)
– Tennessee (800 – 3,800 MW)
– South Carolina (~100 MW)

• In slightly longer term Texas comes into play in a big way
– ERCOT projects 14,000 – 27,000 MW solar by 2030!
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Changing Policy Landscape – USP in the States

• Corporate buyers present new market in some states
– Kaiser virtual PPA in CA
– Apple and Google projects in NC, VA
– Switch in NV
– Utilities in mature markets increasingly look to offload 

procurement obligations to other entities (e.g. PG&E, “even 
with 50% RPS, expect minimal procurement”)

• Grid Integration and Transmission present challenges 
that will increase with penetration
– Reduced capacity values with increasing solar penetration
– California “duck curve”
– Long distance transmission projects remain subject to 

multiple layers of state, federal and local regulation, with no 
end in sight

– Grid-scale storage development remains nascent
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Utility Scale
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Source: SEIA/GTM Research 
U.S. Solar Market Insight



Renewable Portfolio Standard Policies
www.dsireusa.org / October 2015

WA: 15% x 2020* 

OR: 25%x 2025* 
(large utilities)

CA: 50% 
x 2030

MT: 15% x 2015

NV: 25% x
2025* UT: 20% x 

2025*†

AZ: 15% x 
2025*

ND: 10% x 2015

NM: 20%x 2020 
(IOUs)

HI: 100% x 2045

CO: 30% by 2020 
(IOUs) *†

OK: 15% x 
2015

MN:26.5% 
x 2025 (IOUs)

31.5% x 2020 (Xcel)
MI: 10% x 

2015*†WI: 10% 
2015

MO:15% x 
2021

IA: 105 MW IN:
10% x 
2025†

IL: 25% 
x 2026

OH: 12.5% 
x 2026

NC: 12.5% x 2021 (IOUs)

VA: 15% 
x 2025†KS: 20% x 2020

ME: 40% x 2017

29 States + Washington 
DC + 3 territories have a 
Renewable Portfolio 
Standard 
(8 states and 1 territories have 
renewable portfolio goals)

Renewable portfolio standard

Renewable portfolio goal Includes non-renewable alternative resources* Extra credit for solar or customer-sited renewables
†

U.S. Territories

DC

TX: 5,880 MW x 2015*

SD: 10% x 2015

SC: 2% 2021

NMI: 20% x 2016

PR: 20% x 2035

Guam: 25% x 2035

USVI: 30% x 2025

NH: 24.8 x 2025
VT: 75% x 2032
MA: 15% x 2020(new resources) 
6.03% x 2016 (existing resources)

RI: 14.5% x 2019
CT: 27% x 2020

NY: 29% x 2015

PA: 18% x 2021†

NJ: 20.38% RE x 2020 
+ 4.1% solar by 2027

DE: 25% x 2026*
MD: 20% x 2022
DC: 20% x 2020



Industry Trends: Non-RPS Procurement
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Clean Power Plan - Opportunity
• SEIA is focused on 

Southeast & Midwest
– State targets > 35%
– States planning SIPs
– Open new markets
– Cross over with other 

SEIA policy priorities
– Regional approach 

allows efficient use of 
resources 

• CPP Mechanisms could 
include:

– RPS expansions (CA, IL, MI)
– IRP (GA, CO)
– Other utility RFP (TN, VA)
– Utility ownership (AL)
– Community Solar (MN, CO)
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State Utility-Scale Solar Priorities
• Clean Power Plan 

– Defend CPP in litigation, improve CEIP, maximize solar in FIP
– Facilitate solar in state compliance 
– Develop products to distribute to states – STEER model

• Preserve & expand RPS programs
– Implement CA 50% RPS
– Expand NJ RPS/SREC
– Defend NC RPS
– Expand MD RPS
– Refresh Ohio RPS? 
– Illinois?

• Pursue state tax policies – e.g. state tax credits, abatements, 
exemptions where appropriate
– Florida ballot measure
– Defend NC tax abatement
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State Utility-Scale Solar Priorities

• Prioritize and engage in limited state IRP & other 
procurement proceedings
– Emphasize Southeast & Midwest
– GA Power IRP

• Advocate for Community/Shared Solar programs
– NJ bill
– CA GTSR implementation
– NY program

• Integrate solar in grid planning and operation 
– CA, NY, MA grid mod proceedings
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State Utility-Scale Solar Priorities

• Interconnection
– Staff will work with allies to promote and litigate best practice 

interconnection and model permitting rules.
• Industry Leadership

– Heavy presence at NARUC to supplement state efforts
– Leverage alliances

• State SEIA Affiliates
• Governors’ Wind & Solar Energy Coalition
• Governors’ Accord
• AWEA
• IREC
• Vote Solar
• ELPC
• Etc

– Update SEIA position(s) on utility ownership of solar
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